
Suggested Manual Settings for use with the Canon XC15 Camera 

Begin your set -up with these choices and adjust them as needed to perfect your picture

Day Exterior Filming 

1. Adjust the ISO ( light sensitivity ) of the camera to 160 ISO.

2. Adjust the color temperature ( K setting ) to 5500K ( approximate value of daylight ).

3. Install the ND 1.2 filter to the front of the lens. ( This reduces the ISO four stops to ISO 10 ).

There are three 58 mm ND filters included in the camera package in a black pouch. 

Those filter are designated ND .6 ( 2 stops of light sensitivity reduction ) ND .9 ( 3 stops of light ) 

sensitivity reduction ) or ND 1.2 ( 4 stops of light sensitivity reduction ) 

Day Interior Filming 

Interior locations used during daylight hours that are principally illuminated with daylight entering from windows on 
the set. Practical lights may be present in the shot and turned on. 

1. Adjust the ISO ( light sensitivity ) of the camera to 1000 ISO to begin.

2.  Adjust the color temperature ( K setting ) to 5500K ( approximate value of daylight ) to begin.

Do not use ND filters on the camera once you are inside under general circumstances. 

Ask yourself after setting the shot if the skin tones or values in the shot look illuminated properly and if they have 
an appropriate color for your story. This is the time to adjust the exposure and color temperature before filming. 

Night Interior Filming 

Interior locations used during the night which have illumination from artificial lights both in the shot and from 
without the frame. The off set lights might exist at the location or be set by you. 

1. Adjust the ISO ( light sensitivity ) of the camera to 3200 ISO to begin.

2.  Adjust the color temperature ( K setting ) to 3200K ( approximate value of incandescent light ) to begin.

Ask yourself after setting the shot if the skin tones or values in the shot look illuminated properly and if they have 
an appropriate color for your story. This is the time to adjust the exposure and color temperature before filming. 

Night Exterior Filming 

Principally lit by existing lighting instruments ( i.e. street lights and exterior artificial night lighting ) found in urban 
areas. 

1. Adjust the ISO ( light sensitivity ) of the camera to 3200 ISO to begin. If you feel the lighted areas of the scene 
still feel to dim try setting the ISO at 6400 ISO. This is one stop brighter. 

2.  Adjust the color temperature ( K setting ) to 3200K ( approximate value of incandescent light ) to begin.

If you feel the colors are not to your liking in this shot try adjusting the color temperature up and down the scale ( 
say 2000 to 7000 or more! ) and see if it represents better what you wish to achieve artistically and aesthetically. 


